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 The recovery programs of a tourism sector attract huge attention currently. After relaxation of travel 
restrictions, tourism stakeholders carry out some crucial actions. It includes the concept of 

participation of local authorities and residents. They formed groups of people who care about tourism 
“pokdarwis (kelompok sadar wisata)”. Some community service programs have also contributed to 
the development. Those programs mostly provided training for tourism stakeholders such as 

managing a tourist attraction and digital marketing. Rarely, the program includes a real case of 
tourism content innovation how to attract visitors. This community service program took place in 
“Kedung Gajah” in Sentolo village and in collaboration with Pokdarwis Gerbang Sentolo. As a new 

tourism object, Kedung Gajah Sentolo requires some views of content innovation, and its operator 
needs to expand its visitor number. Therefore, this program was intended to provide an assistance to 
solve both problems. But, beside an assistance, this program also gave a real event. Three main steps 

were done including observations, coordination between the community service team and the 
operator of Kedung Gajah and performing a robot demonstration. The observation step resulted 
some recommendation on the development of Kedung Gajah. Furthermore, in the period of 

preparation, at least five meetings were conducted to exchange and share information. Finally, the 
robot demonstration could attract more than 500 people visited the object and these visitors gave 
benefit to the turnover more than five million rupiah from culinary in estimation.    
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 Pendampingan wisata melalui contoh program inovasi konten di Kedung Gajah Sentolo: Demonstrasi 
robot. Program pemulihan sektor pariwisata mendapatkan perhatian secara serius akhir-akhir ini. 
Setelah adanya relaksasi kebijakan perjalanan, pegiat sektor pariwisata melakukan beberapa langkah 

penting. Dalam hal ini, partisipasi pemeriIntah dan penduduk lokal suatu daerah juga termasuk. 
Mereka membentuk kelompok sadar wisata (pokdarwis). Beberapa program pengabdian masyarakat 
berkontribusi secara umum dalam bentuk pelatihan untuk pegiat pariwisata seperti manajemen 

pariwisata dan pemasaran secara digital. Sangat jarang, program yang menjangkau contoh aplikasi 
langsung inovasi konten wisata untuk menarik pengunjung. Pengabdian masyarakat ini bertempat di 
“Kedung Gajah” di Desa Sentolo dan berkolaborasi dengan Pokdarwis Gerbang Sentolo. Sebagai 

destinasi wisata baru, Kedung Gajah Sentolo memerlukan banyak wawasan inovasi konten wisata 
dan pengelola berusaha untuk meningkatkan jumlah pengunjung. Oleh karena itu, program ini 
ditujukan untuk melakukan pendampingan penyelesaian kedua permasalahan tersebut. Akan tetapi, 

disamping pendampingan, program ini juga menjangkau contoh nyata. Dalam pelaksanaan, program 
pengabdian melakukan tiga langkah yang terdiri dari observasi, koordinasi antara tim pangabdian 
dan pengelola, dan menyelenggarakan demonstrasi robot. Proses observasi menghasilkan beberapa 

rekomendasi untuk pengembangan wisata Kedung Gajah. Sementara itu, pada saat proses persiapan 
demonstrasi, tim pengabdian dan pengelola sudah melakukan pertemuan paling tidak 5 kali. 
Hasilnya, demonstrasi robot dapat menarik pengunjung wisata sejumlah lebih dari 500 orang dan 

kunjungan ini memberikan keuntungan perputaran uang dari layanan kuliner dengan estimasi lebih 
dari lima juta rupiah.   
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INTRODUCTION 

Tourism is one of focus fields for improving financial capacity of communities currently. It includes generating income 
and providing opportunity for new jobs (World Bank, 2018). In 2017, the report showed the proportion of 10.4 GDP 
worldwide. Unfortunately, pandemic situation influenced this condition to the contraction up to 65 reductions on tourist 
arrivals (Behsudi, 2020). Indonesia, which also focuses on this field, is undeniable influenced by the situation. Some regions 
which are greatly dependent on tourism such as Bali and Yogyakarta lost their potential income during the pandemic. 
Purdey (2022) wrote that Bali have its 70% of economy on tourism and in 2021 only received 45 international tourists. 
Although not as bad as Bali, KRJogja (2020) reported that Yogyakarta has lost 67 billion from the tourism sector. 

Some recovery programs have been implemented to increase the number of visitors. It is done by stakeholders that 
involve government, tourism agents, and transportation companies. Government implemented policies that stimulate 
visitors perform travel. One of them, for example, is relaxing travel requirements that previously made people reluctant to 
perform travel. Moreover, almost all restrictions are now retracted, while health protocols and vaccinations remain in 
effect (Kementerian Kesehatan, 2022). As a result, tourism agents and transportation companies have their confidence to 
generate traveling traffics (Novianto, 2023). Routes and traveling packages are re-offered. 

On the other hand, those recoveries are also greatly responded by tourism societies. A lot of tourism objects which 
were closed is now open for visitors. In addition, some new tourism destination objects were also introduced. In district 
level, local authorities and with their inhabitants form new local tourism communities to be more focus in this field. These 
communities, then, look for some objects that are potentially opened for tourism.  

This situation make tourism is competitive. It means that tourism operators who are responsible directly for tourism 
objects must have good innovation to attract visitors. Knowledge and experiences of running services are crucial. To get 
more specific, innovation skills on marketing and creating contents is one of them. A good marketing skill provides 
assurance a tourism object is known and visited by tourists as well as sustainability of the object (Sharpley and Pierce, 
2007). In addition, a well innovation skill of designing contents ensure people always experience new perception while 
visiting.  Manhas et. al (2016) used the term “memorable experience” in this context. Visitors satisfaction may increase the 
potential for them to come again in the future (Ritchie, 2011). 

In Sentolo, a village in Kulon Progo, Yogyakarta formed “Pokdarwis (kelompok sadar wisata) ” which means a group of 
people who care for tourism. This group called “Pokdarwis Gerbang Sentolo”. It has some sub-group namely “sub-
pokdarwis” and in the community service location, which is in Jangkang Kidul, a sub-village in Sentolo, the group gave name 
“Sub-pokdarwis Pesona Sentolo”. This group has responsibility as the operator of the management of “Kedung Gajah”, a 
new tourist attraction. 

As a new tourism object, “Kedung Gajah” is also experiencing some classical problems described above. Therefore, this 
community service program has scopes in two main aspects. First, this program share knowledge about designing a new 
innovative content potentially offered by “Kedung Gajah”. Second, this program provides a real implementation of the 
content innovation. The program chose robot demonstration for some reasons.  

Previous community services have provided some views on how to manage a tourism destination. Sarmiadi et. al 
(2021), Osei and Nyarko (2022) and Fajri et. al (2022) are some examples. Their community service programs stressed on 
increasing knowledge of stakeholders about tourism potentials. Sarmiadi et. al (2021) and Fajri et. al (2022) reported that 
Pokdarwis was also formed to elevate the goal. But, those community services stopped at the training and preparation of 
stakeholders on how to manage object. The operator often experiences lack of confidence and feel underestimate for 
running programs. They worry about number of visitors and the cost they are spending. 

Fitriastuti et. al (2022) proposed the use of digital marketing to optimize a tourism object known by tourists. This option 
is now widely known by people when they want to introduce something digitally and is not a big issue. Almost all 
smartphone holders have at least one social media account. In addition, Wijaya et. al (2022) gave some views on optimizing 
website to deliver more information for targeted customers. On the same hand, Yudhiasta and Mijiarto (2023) provided 
training contained some steps to create digital contents for tourism-object operators. Similarly, the operator of Kedung 
Gajah have provided a special team for the digital marketing. They only have problem on what contents should be uploaded 
or posted in their account. Hence, this program gives more attention on providing a direct example on designing tourism 
contents by performing a real event through a robot demonstration to attract visitors. 

As defined by World Trade Organization (WTO), tourism is a part of strategic industries in 2030 sustainable 
development agenda (UN, 2015). Pratt (2022) emphasized the relation of tourism with the agenda on some points. The 
relation can be positive or negative. The example of positive benefits includes the potential of creating jobs and incomes, 
while the drawbacks, as Scott (2021) mentioned is climate change issue if the tourism poorly managed  This community 
service program is a part of supports to those agenda by contributing to the local communities who focus on the goal, 
especially creating jobs and revenues as mentioned in the sustainable development goal point 8 and 12.  The program did 
not stop at this point, but communication to the Kedung Gajah operator will be kept for a long-term concept of 
development. 
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METHOD 

As briefly introduced in the introduction section, three main steps of this community service are provided in more 
details as the followings. 

 
Observation step 

Sudarti and Triyono (2022) divided the process of observation until getting result into four steps. Those are observation, 
data collection, data analysis and finally getting result. This program merged all those steps in observation activities. These 
activities were done in both digitally by browsing on internet and direct observations. By browsing on internet, especially 
on some well-known social medias, the program searched for some contents mentioning “Kedung Gajah” as a tourism 
object. It collected information about the number of photos and reviews made and uploaded by its visitors. On the other 
hand, data collections which were directly taken from the field was also conducted. The activities included taking pictures 
in some spots, interviewing the local operator, and monitoring the location in certain periods. This step result is beneficial 
for short- and long-term program of the tourism object development. 

 
Meeting and discussion with local operators 

A series of meetings with the stakeholders of this tourism object were hold. It includes both formal and informal 
meetings. The goal of this step is to gather information on some programs which have been implemented as well as 
planned for future actualization. Furthermore, an analysis can be made on the provided information. Potential problems 
and obstacles of the programs are two important aspects of the evaluation. In addition, the observation step result can 
provide additional views in the meetings.  

 

 
(a) Legged robot 

 
(b) Wheeled robot 

Figure 1. Type of robots used in the demonstration 

   
Real implementation of program innovation 

As a novelty of this community service, besides assistance, the program must provide a case of real content innovation. 
Based on scientific background, a robot demonstration program was selected. The other reason why this activity was 
chosen is that robotic is interesting currently. Some robotic competitions always grab huge attention globally. In Indonesia, 
for instance, some prestigious contests held by Ministry of Education-Culture-Research-and-Technology are followed by 
some universities every year.  Unfortunately, it remains expensive to be accessed by people widely, or in other word, it is 
still an exclusive interest. By running a robot exhibition, the program expected that a lot of visitors are willing to spend their 
time in Kedung Gajah. In addition, there are some robots available in electrical engineering department of UMY. These 
robots were used in some robotic contests previously; therefore, this demonstration did not require much time for 
preparation. Figure 1 shows two-type robots used in the program. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This community service program had been prepared in more than two months started November 2022. It started with 
informal communication between personals in Department of Electrical Engineering UMY and members of sub-pokdarwis 
Pesona Sentolo. Some early inputs and requests were communicated between two parties. 
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(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 2. Situation of Kedung Gajah, (a) map; (b,c,d) buildings and surrounding views 

Observation results 
The spirit of the group to develop the object is great. It is proven by their progress to build some buildings in the 

location. The area of Kedung Gajah is about one hectare. Based on information on website, the first picture figured the 
location was uploaded in the middle of 2022. Figure 2 shows a map, a group of some buildings made of bamboo which is 
a characteristic of the site and its surrounding prospective spots. It offers the view of nature including a river (a blue area 
in fig. 2(a)), farmland in fig. 2(b), and gebang trees in fig. 2(c) which now are rarely found in the region. The buildings were 
made to accommodate visitors taking pictures. The stakeholders should consider the potential of the nature to be 
developed, especially the river and the surrounding environment. The concept of eco-tourism can be suitable for this object 
and the other similar works done by Hsu et. al (2020) and Eryani et. al (2021) can be used as references. The concept 
proved economic benefit, but as a trade-off, a good environmental management must be taken (Arif et. al, 2022). 

 
Series meetings with site operators to prepare an event 

To successfully transfer of ideas in content innovation, at least five meetings were held. Mostly, the meetings were 
conducted in the location since the operator have divided daily assignment around them. They shared about some events 
which were held previously such as art performance in the Independence Day of Indonesia and a routine gymnastic 
program every Friday morning.  Moreover, the operator held a special gymnastic day on 24th December 2022, the day 
Kedung Gajah was officially opened. They prepared some door prizes to stimulate as many as possible visitors. At least 400 
visitors came to the event. They wanted to expand the object which was not only known by local visitors and the gymnastic 
group, but also could be recognized by wider communities. They also shared an idea to include more local inhabitants to 
participate in the object management. The participation includes providing food services to visitors, or now is term as 
culinary. Regarding this, they planned to hold an even called “Pasar Rakyat” or public market. This event was planned 
originally one day market on 22nd January 2023. But, the management have a problem on how to invite more visitors. This 
is also another reason, a robot demonstration as a new content is suitable to generate more visitor traffic.  

After some discussion, the event was held two days on weekends 21st and 22nd January 2023. At least 15 local culinary 
service providers joined the Pasar Rakyat. It was not easy to invite them on the event since some persons felt under-
estimate about the number of visitors. The reason can be explained that people change their behavior on spending money 
post Covid-19 pandemic (Orîndaru et. al, 2021). Ulya and Santoso (2022) emphasized that the change of behavior 
depended on the level of Covid’s risks.  Regarding this, the management did some actions. As the part of the community 
service program, some contributions have also been given. Those included setting target of visitors for two days event, 
suggesting publications must be done, and giving contents of the publications. All of publication activities were done by 
the local operator. Besides, the communication between community service team and the management was also done 
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using social media platforms. Baruah (2012) mentioned that social media platforms have potential to increase the 
effectivity of communication. As a result, the communication was more intensive. It included sending data needed by both 
parties such as pictures, schedule, costs etc. Figure 3 shows a meeting between the community service team and the 
representation of Pokdarwis Gerbang Sentolo.  

 

 

Figure 3. Formal meeting to exchange ideas on the development of Kedung Gajah 

 
Robotic demonstration 

As mentioned in the methodology section, the preparation of robots which were used in the demonstration took about 
one week only. The robots were transported from Electrical Engineering Laboratory to the location. After arrived at the 
destination, a robotic team consisted of two Electrical Engineering students set up robots for the demonstration. In the 
two-days event, five demonstration sessions were successfully conducted. Figure 4 pictures participants of two different 
sessions.  

In average, every session was attended around 70 – 100 students ranging from early age to 15 years old. Interestingly, 
some adults which were not counted appeared also in the surrounding areas. It means that this demonstration grabbed 
attention not only young generation, but also their parents. It is undeniable that robotic is trending, but, this activity or 
some term it as a hobby is expensive for the average people in the region. Therefore, when the program could bring robots 
to them, they expressed their attention to the demonstration. They were very enthusiastic. 

 

  

 

Figure 4. Participants of two of five demonstration sessions  

 
On the first day of event, the operator reported that there were more than 250 students joined the exhibition and has 

already reached 80% of target 300 participants entire the two-days event. It did not include the parents or their relatives 
who accompany them. Unfortunately, the weather in the morning on the second day did not support outdoor activity. 
Indeed, this situation is one of drawbacks for tourism objects that offer outdoor concepts. However, the demonstration 
was still followed by more than 100 students.   
 
Indirect impact of the program 

The number of people visited the site on those two days have answered the concern of some persons. The management 
reported that total visitors including non-participants of robot demonstration reached more than 500. On the normal day, 
the visitors are fluctuated in range 20 – 50 per day. The event can increase the number of visitors 10 times. Moreover, a 
food service provider shared information that on the first day, they could earn more than one million rupiah. While on the 
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second day, the earning was less due to the weather and less visitors. Although not a focus, the program estimates that 
the total turnover for all food sellers on two days reached more than five million rupiah. It is a significant amount for a new 
tourist attraction. Liu et. al (2023) mentioned that economic benefit is one of the important aspects. This situation can be 
proven by the significant number of visitors spending their budget in the event. Interestingly, promoting local food is also 
part of sustainable development of tourism (Stalmirska, 2021). Furthermore, the operator has also claimed that some 
visitors are willing to use Kedung Gajah for some purposes such as official meetings and school reunions.  

CONCLUSION 

The community service program was successfully conducted. Both the community service team and the operator of 
Kedung Gajah get some new insights of the development of a tourism object through observation and a series of 
meetings. The program shows that by a proper design, the innovative content can attract more than 500 visitors although 
the object is relatively new. This fact improves the confidency level of the operator to develop the object shown by their 
claims and reports after the event. In addition, the residents who took participation on delivering culinary could get the 
earnings around five million rupiah as the indirect impact.  

Furthermore, the assistance does not stop at this step. A follow up of this program is being prepared. As briefly 
mentioned in the observation step, an eco-tourism concept has been introduced. Both the community service team and 
Pokdarwis Gerbang Sentolo agreed to continue the collaboration to produce a mature concept on that.  
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